




PERIODONTAL DISEASES

The term periodontal disease describes a group of localized infections
that affect the tissues that support and surround the teeth. The two
most common types of periodontal disease are gingivitis and
periodontitis. Gingivitis, a previous and reversible condition that is an
inflammation of the tissues surrounding the teeth. Individuals with
gingivitis have soft, edematous, reddish gums that can bleed under
moderate pressure such as brushing teeth. Periodontitis is a progressive
inflammatory condition that destroys the fibers of the periodontal
ligaments and the alveolar bone and can, eventually, cause the loss of
teeth. Although gingivitis usually precedes periodontitis, not all gingivitis
progresses to periodontitis.



GINGIVITIS

TARTAR
INFLAMED GUM



PERIODONTITIS





UTILITY OF THE EGO

• The Ego is for psychology, the psychic instance through which the individual

recognizes himself as I and is aware of his own identity. The ego, therefore, is

the point of reference for physical phenomena and mediates the reality of the

external environment, between the ideals of the superego and the instincts of

the id.

• For Freudian psychoanalysis the Id is composed of impulses. The superego, on

the other hand, is formed by the moral and the rules that a person respects in

society. The Ego ( “I” ), finally, is the balance that allows man to satisfy his

needs within the social parameters.

• The ego evolves with age and attempts to fulfill the wishes of the Id

realistically and reconciling them with the demands of the Superego.



WHO I AM?



WHO I AM?

• A biological body

• With your 5 senses

• With a mind that interprets the 

data provided by the 5 senses

I am the one 

who decides

Conscious mind

Subconscious mind

5%

95%

Reservoir of memories and beliefs

From birth to the present.



0 TO 7 YEARS

• You are not able to filter the information that enters through the senses.

• All experience is accepted and housed in the subconscious mind

• This is where beliefs (about oneself and the world) live.

Limiting

(that paralyze and stop)

"Fears and failures"

Empowering

(that reaffirm and encourage us to be and to do)

"Joys and triumphs"

This is the basis of our way of relating.

It is our PERSONALITY



HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT A SITUATION?

•GOOD: Enjoy it

•WRONG: Watch it
Body biological reaction

The body is the reflection of the thoughts and feelings that accompany them, and 

based on that chemicals are generated that cause stress or pleasure.

If stress is generated, "toxic" chemicals will be formed permanently to which the body 

will adapt and become addicted, making us biologically prepared for fight or run 

away, neglecting other functions.



• By understanding the way we feel in any situation, we can make many of the 

unconscious values of our personality conscious.

• PERSONALITY: Set of traits and qualities that configure the way of being of a 

person and differentiate it from others.

What type of personality do I have?



EXTROVERTED

INTROVERTED

STABLE/RATIONALUNSTABLE/EMOTIONAL

1 2

34



SANGUINE CHOLERIC

PHLEGMATICMELANCHOLIC

EXTRAVERTED

INTROVERTED

STABLE/RATIONALUNSTABLE/EMOTIONAL



SANGUINE

Sociable

Outgoing

Talkative

Responsive

Easygoing

Lively

Carefree

Leadership

SANGUINE



CHOLERIC

Touchy

Restless

Agressive

Excitable

Changeable

Impulsive

Optimistic

Active

CHOLERIC



PHLEGMATIC

Passive

Careful

Thoughtful

Peaceful

Controlled

Reliable

Even-tempered

Calm

PHLEGMATIC



MELANCHOLIC

Moody

Anxious

Rigid

Sober

Pessimistic

Reserved

Unsociable

Quiet

MELANCHOLIC



• SANGUINE are complemented by FLEMATICS

• CHOLERIC are complemented by MELANCHOLIC

We all have a primary and a secondary characteristic.

We all have a complementary and an antagonistic 

personality.







WHO I AM?

• Conceptual knowledge: It refers to the description that makes the Ego of

the concept that believes that it is oneself, and that is usually associated

with personality characteristics, preferences and chores

• Direct Knowledge: It comes from the direct experience of having

"proven" the essence, which can never be described without comparing

concepts that can mean different things for each human being.



SPIRITUAL CONCEPTION OF THE EGO

• It is identification with thoughts.

• Each thought is energy and that energy to which we expose ourselves can be called

"entities" or "implants" that influence us in one way or another, and that have an

origin in our life and in our transgenerational. These thoughts are the product of own

and external influences that are always based on the past, so we tend to

conceptualize ourselves and the other through these experiences. This keeps us in our

day to day in what we call the state of SPIRITUAL UNCONSCIOUSNESS.



IF YOU NAME ME YOU DENY ME (KIERKEGAARD)

• By giving me a name or a label you are denying the other possibilities 

that I could be.

• You enclose the particle in being a thing, ... when naming it, ... when 

concretizing it, but at the same time you are creating it. You define it so 

that it exists.

• Concomitantly to create something appears the TIME that generates the 

illusion of solidity.

• When the consciousness remains motionless, the illusion is understood, since 

it is the consciousness that generates this illusion.





THE LIBERATION OF THE EGO

• To free ourselves from the EGO it is necessary to understand the thoughts 

(programs) that subject us to slavery and that are the basis of all our 

conflicts.

•Only by observing them, without identifying with them, we can find our true 

selves.

• Therefore asking a "why" of situations only leads us to an Egoic explanation 

of them, and keeps us in the duality that is the domain of the EGO.

• It is the SAMSARA wheel that keeps us in the eternal alternation of the 

"action / reaction" of Karma.





PERIODONTAL DISEASE IS A CONFUSION

WHO I AM

WHAT I AMWHAT I DO

(FROM THE POINT OF VIEW OF THE EGO)

IT IS A CONFLICT IN THE RELATIONSHIP OF ONE WITH ONESELF.



BEGINS IN THE CHILDHOOD

I

FATHER MOTHER

LOOK

LESS
SPEAKS

LESS

LOOK

MORE

SPEAKS

MORE



• In our Egoic Mental structure the Periodontal Ligament is the one that reacts 

to the actions (what I do), while the Alveolar Bone reacts to the subjective 

value that is attributed (what I am), to how is that action compared to the 

reference parameters of each. While the Tooth identifies the individual, 

thanks to the identification that the Ego makes regarding the attribute of each 

tooth (who I am).

Diente

Alveolar Bone

Periodontal    

Ligament

Tooth



FIRST DEVALUATION

MALE FEMALE

CONFLICT OF ETERNITY

Weak

(NEGLIGIBLE)

Weak

(INCOMPETENT)



CONFLICT OF 

ETERNITY

Male

Female

Prostate cancer

Osteoporosis Normal Bone

Bone with Osteoporosis



DEVALUATION

• The bone reacts to the devaluation of the IMAGE that I have of myself, it is 

visual, it is not only auditory (it cannot be corrected only with words).

• The more I use the vision, the more I reject the part which causes my suffering.

• When I speak about the devaluation it is because the conflict is on the surface 

and I wrongly believe that speaking is enough.

• Devaluation therapy must always be accompanied by real, symbolic or 

imaginary look.



VALORIZATION  =     SELF ESTEEM



Paternal Tree Maternal Tree

Value conflict 

between a mother 

and her daughter

Despicable

man

Male

authorized

Male not

authorized

Female

authorized

Female not

authorized



RESENTMENT

• Live

• Gender

• Family 

FATHER



WHAT I AM IS EXPRESSED PRIMARILY THROUGH 
THE 34 FACIAL MUSCLES



• The way of expressing emotions is Universal, since it is a behavioral and biological instinct 

to relate to the outside world, and it is the same for the 5 fundamental emotions that are: 

FEAR, ANGER, SHAME, CONTEMPT and SURPRISE

SHAME



IDEALIZED SELF IMAGE

• These (fear, anger, shame, contempt and surprise) are all emotions about 

myself that are in the unconscious.

• But it must be clear that there is an IDEALIZED IMAGE of oneself, which leads 

us to the search for perfection that does not exist outside, only inside oneself.

•Our relationship with this idealized image is formed with our experience of 

being in front of the FATHER's gaze in childhood and pre-adolescence.

• This image is always related to real or symbolic parameters set by the father 

function with which I compare myself. 



LADDER OF CONFLICTS

• 1) DIFFERENCES (that are had with a parameter and that are not accepted) (Fear)

• 2) DISAGREEMENT (only stage where you fight to achieve agreement) (Anger)

• 3) DISQUALIFICATION (after analyzing the difference it is explained why it is wrong) 

(Shame)

• 4) DENIGRATION (there is a devaluation due to the difference) (Surprise)

• 5) CONTEMPT (everything that comes from the same origin is rejected without analyzing it)

6) LEAVE the relationship 

(better option)

7) HURT each other (it is 

very destructive)



LOCALIZED PERIODONTAL DISEASE

• A) BONE LOSS IN CUP (FEAR)

• B) VERTICAL BONE LOSS (ANGER)

• C) TOTAL BONE LOSS (SHAME)

• D) BONE LOSS IN A HALF MOON (CONTEMPT) 

• E) LINEAR BONE LOSS (SURPRISE)



BONE LOSS IN CUP

• "I AM AFRAID to find that of me“ (FEAR)

• It usually represents sexual energy.

•Sex is an impulse to which the EGO believes 

that it will not have the will to stop.





VERTICAL BONE LOSS

• "There is something in relation to me that MAKES ME ANGRY" (it 

angers me of myself).

• It is related to the meaning of each tooth, and can be related if it is 

mesial or distal to the cavity of that area of the tooth.

• For example distal cavity of 29 is the frustration that occurs when I 

want something and I will take it, but someone or something stronger 

than me appears and takes it first. This means: I am angry because I 

am frustrated (which causes a devaluation that crystallizes in bone 

loss)





TOTAL BONE LOSS

• "I'm ASHAMED to feel that about me"

• It has to be related to the meaning of each tooth.

• For example, in tooth 20 I would say "I'm 

ashamed to feel that I'm jealous"





BONE LOSS IN HALF MOON

• "I CONTEMPT that of myself."

• It always occurs in a context of great devaluation 

related to the object of what I feel contempt about .

• For example in tooth 5 means "I feel contempt about  

daddy's love"





LINEAR BONE LOSS

• "I'm SURPRISED to find out that about myself"

• It talks about the person's way of reacting: 

deeply hidden in the personality.

• Related to the meaning of each tooth.

• It usually occurs in lower incisors, since these teeth 

speak about what I really am.

“Stillman cleft”



LINGUAL OR PALATAL BONE LOSS OF PREMOLARS AND MOLARS

• The second premolar it is connected to a devaluation linked to a global memory of the self with 

the world (experience of the child), with the tonality of each of the 2nd premolars.

• The first molar he speaks of a devaluation or impotence to act or interact with the world.

• It is devaluation when you face: the feeling of inadequacy of my thoughts 3, of my beliefs 14, of 

my analyzes 19, of my words 30.

• It is a path within the brain that begins with a thought of going to the future, and for this future 

to arrive there must be an emotional impulse that has the ability to awaken things in the 

holographic memory catalog that must be corroborated by beliefs, This forms the idea that will 

be corroborated with what I think about the world, and it is only then when the person acts in the 

world of relationship.

• The idea then is like a sperm that fertilizes the brain of another, and this idea is evaluated by 

what it generates in the brain of another ... that is why, for example. a teacher who brings new 

ideas is a FATHER FUNCTION.



IDENTITY DYNAMICS OF FATHER FUNCTION

• The father fertilizes something on earth to see a manifestation of his spirit, (that spirit of God is 

called "the holy spirit") that manifests itself in the incarnation of the son. That is why reconciliation 

with the biological father is so fundamental, which is the common point between the father (of 

heaven) and the son. When this does not happen, fear of loneliness or abandonment is 

manifested.

• Philosophically God gives life, and if bad things happen they are the product of human beings 

who have free will and believe they are separated from God. That is why we have periodontal 

disease, since my identity is conflicted due to being separated from God.

• To reach transcendence is to go towards God, so I must make contact with that part of God that 

is called the Holy Spirit. In other words, what I must ask is not to be God, but to be like God "in 

his image and likeness."



GENERALIZED BONE LOSS

• Decrease in the alveolar bone, decreases its level generally.

• It responds to a transgenerational memory of being exiled, so I should 

not be recognized if I return to the land from which I was exiled. That is 

what I achieve by losing my teeth, which are my identification.

• For activating this program the emotion should say: "I HAVE TO START 

AGAIN" (This is a response of protection brought by the memory of a 

great stress of having been exiled).







THE GUM REACTS TO THE SIGNALS OF THE 
WORLD

• For example, if I am in a couple, the fundamental problem is the FEAR OF 

ABANDONMENT (no matter how much love there is). Therefore all suffering comes 

from ATTACHMENT.

• A woman does not speak of abandonment because she is afraid of it, but she is 

attentive to the SIGNS that man gives her. These signs are sought visually (they are the 

basis of superstition).

• Therefore, if I have GUM problems, I do not see the SIGNS OF GOD in the world.

• SUPERSTITION  is FEAR, which has its root in the ABANDONMENT OF GOD.



GINGIVAL INFLAMMATION 

• It means that we receive a signal that calms our suffering.

• Inflammation is the first sign of conflict reparation (healing signal), therefore it is not 

advisable to give an anti-inflammatory.

• The person whose gums hurt, is often afraid to implement a decision already made, fearing 

the results or consequences.

• But the inflammation is not the healing of the conflict, it is only a signal that healing has 

begun.

• That's why you should not live the inflammation alone, you have to be like a mother and give 

it sweetness, welcome and love so that the internal pharmacy opens and healing takes 

place. (You do not have to kill "bad germs").

• The gingival inflammation forces us to ask the patient "what was your fear? Your suffering? "



•Gingivitis is definitely associated with superstition, that means that 

we do not see the signs of God in the world and therefore I do not 

have his protection to proceed to do what I have to do.



CAUSE OF GINGIVAL INFLAMMATION

CLAN FAMILY

PROFESSIONAL COUPLE

WITHOUT EXCEPTIONS



HOMEOPATHIES

• CALENDULA: Power sweetness

• POKEWEEDS: (Phytolacca)Power the presence of a 

mother (doctor and internal pharmacy)

• ECHINACEA: It gives the relationship with the power 

and opens the door to 2nd chakra (sexual and immune) 

to give us strength and dynamics.

It is convenient to give them 1 at a time (5 drops) (morning, afternoon, night) 

along with the decoding so that the mind can feel again what the heart felt. 

This heals the patient in 2 days but should be taken for 5 days.

For swish you should mix 20 drops of each mother tincture in 1 liter of water 

and swish 6 times a day.

Formula: in 30ml put 4 drops of mother 

tincture and 1/3 part of preservative 

(glycerin or brandy) and complete with 

distilled water.



INTERDENTAL SEPTUM

• It has to do with the judgment I make of my own behavior.

• Sometimes it is destroyed and this says "I am not perfect in my movement".

• It is the way in which I behave what will produce the image that I have of 

myself.



INTERDENTAL PAPILLA

INTERDENTAL PAPILLA



INTERDENTAL PAPILLA
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• SILENCE: For the animal it is equivalent to fear. Before a hurricane there is a lot of silence. Look 

for silence of father or mother, or silences due to respiratory disease (listen if he breathes to 

see if he is alive). Sometimes silence is a good sign as it means peace.

• FEAR: You get the impression that you have to face a conflict.

• DOOR: It is a real or symbolic conflict with a door, which is a limit that must be crossed to pass 

to another state.

• INTENTION: It talks about observing the energy behind an intention that always seeks a result 

(you have to feel what you want to receive).

• RECOLLECTION: Its etymological root speaks of collecting the fruits of the intention, to collect 

means “cutting the link” for example between the apple and the apple tree. It is a conflict with 

picking up the fruit of "something."

• REGROUP: For ex. If the members of a family live separately and come together at Christmas 

(Family Pivot conflict), that day the stress is solved and that papilla becomes inflamed.



• ROOTING: Indicates that more or less 6 hours before, an information about oneself was 

received, which filled the identity structure that was acting from the lack. This information solved 

that lack. Therefore, you will not suffer anymore of that lack because that solution took root in 

yourself.

• TO FIT IN: Talk about a conflict for having committed to do something. It is "fit or enlist" in a role.

• DETERMINATION: For ex. it talks about making a plan and following it, even though it may lead 

me to death, therefore its enemy is defeat but not failure.

• DECISION: After taking it, a movement begins.  which has the implicit idea of killing something: If 

I choose (A) I am killing (B).

• RESIGNATION: It is to leave something good in pursuit of reaching a greater goal.

• DISPOSSESSED: It speaks symbolically of having lost everything, which comes after giving up. 

Therefore it shows the concept of running out of nothing.



• MATURATION: It is the effect of time on something. It shows that in the 2nd molar you have the 

maturation of the fruit that was born at 1st molar. It can be a project, an action, a baby, and so 

on.

• TRANSCENDENCE: It is an inner transformation, an energy that is not physical that acts within 

itself. This energy begins outside in the 2nd molar, and when you understand the sense of it is 

transcended to enter inside.

• LOWER INTERINCISOR PAPILLA: It is the PARTITION, It refers to the space between the 

masculine and the feminine dynamic  experienced in the life of the person as the space between 

man and woman… .. This is also represented in the capacity to distribute, (for example an 

inheritance).



INCISIVE PAPILLA

• It is the POINT OF MOSES, because it represents the masculine and 

feminine dynamics that open up (like the Red Sea towards the promised 

land) represented by the bones of the mother that open to give birth.

• Through that space passes the energy of the KUNDALINI.



GINGIVA OF RETROMOLAR AREAS

• Behind 32: HAPPINESS (Its source is the terrestrial world)

• Behind 17: JOY

• Behind 16: BLISS

• Behind 1: BEATITUDE (Its source is the celestial world)

Gum inflammation in third molars
I want to do something different from what 

they want me to do. There is a conflict with the 

path that I want to follow and I am not 

following



D.D. CONSULTATION

• Reason for consultation: Biological or psychological. This will be the 

"ENTRANCE TO THE CASE" that will guide our entire search.

• Brief dental, medical, and social history.

• External appreciation: Objective and subjective evaluation of the person, 

where we look for bone alterations such as prognathism, retrognathism, 

crossbites, dental basic positions, biotypes and so on.

Panoramic X-Ray: A) Absent teeth, B) Agenesis, C) Supernumerary, D) 

Impacted teeth, E) Coexistence, F) Restorations, G) Root forms, H) Dental, 

periodontal and bone pathologies.

• Brief family tree with names, dates and relevant facts.



REASON FOR CONSULTATION

Before a session we must always know the reason for the consultation in advance, in 

order to focus the decoding towards a more assertive impact.



REASONS FOR CONSULTATION

• 1) BIOLOGICAL REASONS: a) DEPRESSION: It speaks of POWER, which is a life energy, it is 

a system that passes energy from one place to another. In the human structure it is the sexual 

energy that is transmitted towards the psychic sphere in the form of libido to unite the psyche 

and the body. When there is depression there is rejection of that sexual energy that is blocked 

in its form of libido, which is the energy that connects our power to our thoughts (there is a 

separation between body and mind) the depressive says: “I cannot live what I want to live . " 

There is no power to make decisions. You must ask: Since when? What did you experience at 

that time? What decision did you not make? (That decision not made is always a life goal) (we 

must always ask “why that goal?”). Look for cavities M or D of 19/30. Suicide can even be 

achieved when there is a notion of "the world don´t have what he needs to live his future."

• b) STERILITY: 2 and 15 with a single root (do not give offspring to the tree), 19 extracted 

(lost earth), 19 with metal gives galvanism (imbalance to the uterus), 18 with curved mesial 

root means spontaneous abortion (means ending a project to save the egoic self image)



31with endodontics (in a women it gives sterility because it fails when trying to make a baby) (it 

must be explained that a baby is not made, must be received in 18), See position between siblings 

since if it is a first-born woman sometimes means failure and therefore she should not give 

offspring, If there are several steriles in the line. the tree is saying that it should no longer exist in 

the world (look for shame, there´s a sense of not being proud of the tree, look for the shame of the 

ancestors), and if the ones that are sterile are all women (it is a conflict with the traditions or with 

the family  pivot that can create sterile womens), look for unmarried mothers,  or look for real or 

symbolic incests between a father and his daughter who has a boyfriend who is similar to her 

father and because of incest law does not have a child with her father.

c) OVERWEIGHT: If there is conflict in the emotional links with the clan or family groups, when they 

go out to conquer something the person is alone (without clan) then they get fat to have more 

energy but if you defend something (without family) you get fat to endure more. When there are 

no deep real emotional links (only diplomatic relation), you gain weight. In biology you cannot lose 

something like weight (because it means death), you have to exchange weight for something that 

gives pleasure (serotonin and endorphins that mean life).

d) TOOTH PAIN: Use the tooth to identify the imbalance and work on it.



e) SYMPTOM OR SPECIFIC DISEASE: Use the decoding of the symptom or disease as a way of entrance 

into the case, relying on dental characteristics.

2) PSYCHOLOGICAL REASONS: a) I DON'T FINISH WHAT I START EVEN THOUGH I AM VERY 

COMPETENT: Translated into biology symptoms this talks about spontaneous abortions (especially in project 

and purpose), this abortion would have saved real or symbolic life (e.g. a single mother if she had aborted 

she would have had a better life, then she is programmed not to finish projects) (another example is an α

male who does not want others to reach his α dimension).

b) I HAVE UNCONTROLLABLE ANGER, OR MANY JEALOUSY: If it is very strong, it is usually before the 

age of 12 and generally with siblings. If the experience of inattention is with the mother, jealousy is 

displayed and if it is with the father, frustration is displayed (as long as the female dynamic is used). And in 

both cases rage or anger is displayed (if masculine dynamics are used). SADNESS is usually originated from 

injustice.

c) I DON'T KNOW WHICH WAY TO TAKE: If there is a disorientation, then ask about habitual sinusitis. Ask 

if the person knows what her/his mission or objective is. Seek for absence of father or clan that will lead to 

identity and orientation conflict. Root canal in 3: Conflict with clan, 3 present and 2 absent: I am not in the 

clan showcase, root canal in 3 and 2: Excluded from the clan.



d) I ALWAYS LIVE WITH THE BASICS, I DO NOT ACCESS TO PLEASURE: Search for memories of misery, 

the brain is only responsible for survival and not for pleasure. Also look for large families (where there is no 

money for pleasure) and the brain remains in unconscious loyalty. Look for wisdom tooth agenesis.

e) I DON'T KNOW WHO I AM: Look for the unknown father in the tree or the adopted or abandoned child. 

There is doubt about the identity of the father.

f) I DON´T HAVE ENOUGH CONFIDENCE IN MYSELF AND I DON'T MAKE DECISIONS: Look for the lack 

of dad function. Seeking lack of consideration from the boss (30). The decision that is not made is because 

of fear of making an error or to failure, but there is never failure, there is only defeat that I can always 

face again.

d) LEAVE EVERYTHING FOR LATER: Look for procrastination (diastema between lower canines and first 

premolars ), e.g. Someone who invested money and after 6 months looses everything, then the person waits 

6 months before making any decision. It is a stress of not having more future.

e) I CANNOT HAVE A PARTNER: First, look for prohibitions on the couple, which usually come from 

emotional incest (mom or dad is the only one). Also look for the fantasy of the nun that is to marry God or 

in the opposite dynamic that is the conflict of the prostitute.



The patient must be asked the meaning that a partner has for him / her, this meaning may be 

linked to the dynamics of life: Desire (urgency), Need (survival tonality), Dream (not linked to time), 

Wishing for (linked with idealized images that are difficult to achieve or fulfill). It is necessary to 

be aware of what I can live with a couple that I cannot live alone. Also unknown father brings 

shame with sex (which was what created the conflict), so many times he/she stays without a partner 

to avoid sex. Also look for the fears that my tree gives me regarding a partner: Violence, loss of 

freedom, suffering, slavery, not having decision-making power, being treated as a thing.

f) I CAN'T FIND MY PLACE: If it is a conflict with the place it is always within the family (look for 

hemorrhoids), since the place in the clan has a useful role. Also look for a conflict with the child's 

birth order. that may be associated with a secret abortion or a parent who had a child elsewhere. 

Look for ectopic pregnancy where biology says "there is no room in the house for this baby."

When the conflict is with the role it will be a conflict with the clan, eg. those who make political 

opposition say "I am poor because of the state, the state does not give me access to the future" I 

cannot hunt my future. Observe 1st and 2nd upper molars.



PANORAMIC X-RAY
EXERCISE



FURCAS

• It's a huge Identity conflict

• Lower left: I do not know what to ask to give me pleasure because I do not know who I am anymore.

• Lower right: I do not know what to do that gives me pleasure because I do not know who I am 

anymore.

• Upper left: I do not know what to do to enjoy in my family because I do not even know if I belong to it

• Upper right: I do not know what to do to enjoy my clan because I do not even know if I belong to it.



MANDIBULAR TORUS

• Do not fall to the height of the people (in those below) (Memory of class 

neurosis).



DENTAL 
ABFRACTION

It refers to the same conflict of cavities in that area, but with the polarity 

of the opposite intention.

There are 2 clinical possibilities, sensitive and insensitive.

Insensitive: active conflict.

Sensitive: it is the moment in which an unconscious solution has been 

established.



RADICULAR REABSORPTION

• INTERNAL: To find more life/joy/happiness I must remove my memories.

• EXTERNAL: To change my way of living I must remove my memories, since 

those memories prohibit change.

• Always regarding the meaning of each tooth.

internal external



JUVENILE PERIODONTITIS

• It is a destruction of the bone between lower incisors and all first molars.

• It is the body's reaction to a deep suffering that is rejected.

• The young man says: "I suffer so much that I want to die and be reborn in another family".

• For example, an African girl who is adopted into a European family generates J.P. because 

she was reborn in another family.

• Cherry Plum (cherry - Bach flower): 4 drops in the morning and 4 drops at night.



DRY SOCKET

• Now that I have this lack 

"what the tooth represents" 

the clan or family will no 

longer love me.

• The blood that is not there 

represents clan/family.



WET SOCKET

• Hyper-conflict resolution.

• The tooth that was extracted was the 

source of devaluation, so now that this 

tooth is not there, the patient gain more 

value.

• At 5, it is as if the patient said to himself: 

“I was not perfect because of this 

betrayal , but now I am more valuable”.



INFECTION IN PERIODONTAL DISEASE

• If there is INFECTION in periodontal disease but there is no ABSCESS, it means that it 

is a FEMALE type adaptation, that is, the group is fine and the one that must change 

is me.

• If there is ABSCESS and PUS, it indicates that the adaptation is of the MASCULINE 

type because the patient says: "I am as I am and I am well, you go away". That is 

why it is also accompanied by a bad smell so that others can get away.



NECROTIZING ULCERATIVE GINGIVITIS
• There is ulceration (it is an active conflict of permanent suffering without receiving any sign 

of improvement, and awaits a sign of approval or blessing).

• The patient says: "nobody wants anything from me". There is also pus then the person is 

isolated and nobody wants anything from him (memory of the leper).



STAINS ON THE GUMS

• There are colorations in areas of gums at the level of the dental neck that 

are typical in afro-american people.

• In some cases they may indicate the presence of melanoform bacteria, 

which would be expressing "the influence of GOD (father) in my life hurts 

me." Always in the field of superstition.



DARK SPOTS ON TEETH

• The black spots on the tooth speak of someone who feels stained in 

their identity.

• It is a conflict of "how they look at me because I think they may be 

talking badly about me because there is a transgenerational 

memory of someone who was despised."



SURFACE IMPACT

Reveals a past life memory reactivated.

7 / 10- Inquisitor memory

8 / 9- Crusade memory.

25 / 24- Monk's memory.



OCCLUSAL
PEARL

It is the tree's request to remember something. In the upper 3 molar for 

example says "remember a lost religion." In 19 it says "remember a lost 

child".



NOSE PIERCING

•Person who believes he depends on another person who is 

his owner.



PIERCING INSIDE THE MOUTH

• This person says that he/she owns her privacy and her sexuality. He/she 

shows anger and despair because he/she can not express that she wants 

to exorcise the social and family taboos that oppress her. He/she is trying 

to end the dependence of the mother who loves and hates at the same 

time



PIERCINGS SHOW US A SENSITIVE POINT WITHIN THE 
CONFLICTIVE STRUCTURE OF THE PERSON

I don't want to give offspring 

to my tree

I don't want to have a child.



COMMISSURAL CHEILITIS

• Absence of affective nutrition



CANKER SORES
• It is a micro-infarction of the buccal mucosa that is on the submucosa which is an extension of the 

intestinal mucosa that comes from the mesoderm and that relates me to the outside.

• Canker sores begins in the submucosa and reaches the mucosa. It is a vessel infarct that irrigates that 

area.

• The emotional terrain of canker sore is submission to a dominator who is out and who has power over 

my survival.

• It is an identity conflict with submission not to be expelled from a group.

• There is an image of myself constructed that allows me to enter the group with the consent of the 

dominator.



LOCATION

• Cheeks and all the internal area that looks towards the buccal face of teeth: is the truth 

that I can not say because I can lose my image to the other. On upper jaws laterality 

depends if the person has a couple and their gender.

• By lingual: it is the truth that I can not say because I lose the image before myself.

• On lips: identity conflict to enter the group of others (seller).

• Under the tongue: I am asking for nutrition from anyone but my family (it can be food 

for the soul).

• On the palate: there is an image of danger in relation to God (in submission to him).





CANKER SORE IN THE TONGUE

I do not want to tell my truth by submission to my Egoic image.





FACIAL PARALYSIS
• Talk about staying IMPASIBLE, it's 100% submission.

• This symptom saves life since it prevents me from miming, or expressing myself in front of the 

dominant, generally anger or contempt for that dominant.

• It is associated with the memory of misery, since the person is like a servant and I cannot risk 

that the owner of the house will throw him out into the cold of winter. That is why the time 

where it usually unfolds is in winter since I feel cold on my face after having to say yes to 

everything.

• It is usual in travelers or medical representatives.



TRIGEMINAL NEURALGIA

• Slap memory (real or symbolic).

• It is a tremendous pain that appears from a 

trigger zone, this is to wake up and react very 

quickly.

• It is the response to a verbal duel where I 

cannot stop the words that want to kill my 

identity (ego). You have to look for humiliation 

6 to 24 hours before to see the trigger, and 

there must be the idea that if you face the 

adversary again, you can win, that is why 

neuralgia develops.



APICAL REACTION

• When there´s a conflict and the person considers that 

he do not have enough power to change the situation, 

he/she tries to adapt to it, in a feminine way, which 

will generate an APICAL INFLAMMATION that may or 

may not be visible radiographically, but it will always  

have painful symptoms.



PERIAPICAL ABSCESS

• The person is convinced that "everything is fine", he does not grant himself 

the right to express his emotions.

•GRANULOMA: The person accustomed to denying it is relatively willing to 

see the problem.

• CYST: The person suppresses himself and is contained, and self controller.



FISTULA

After having produced the periapical abscess, in 

which a situation was modified from the point of 

view of male dynamics, many times the conflictive 

solution need to "put order" or "rebuild" a situation, 

and that is when the fistula appears. The fistula puts 

in order what he had to do to modify what was 

happening.



CYSTS

• Territory limits: someone invaded my territory.

• I am no longer in control of a part of my deep structure, it is "other" that has 

control and power.

• It is a long-term conflict in which there is constant submission to the "invader".



PHLEGMON

•It is the explosion of RAGE contained.





LEUKOPLAKIA

• It is a hyperkeratinization of the mucosa.

• It is a reaction to the irritating and repetitive words that I can not stop 

because I am under the submission of a dominant on which my survival 

depends.



EPIDERMOID CARCINOMA

•When the conflict is more intense and prolonged Leukoplakia can degenerate 

into an epidermoid carcinoma (when it does not reach the keratin I put 

epithelium).



LICHEN PLANUS

• It is an inflammatory disease that affects the oral mucosa, of unknown 

cause although they may be associated with an allergic or immune 

reaction and usually cause itching.

• It says: "I am a victim of murderous words and my father is not there to 

interpose" (look for the dead father in the genealogy).



ORAL CANDIDIASIS

• Candidiasis is a fungal infection (mycosis) of any of the candida species (all of them yeasts), 

of which Candida Albicans is the most common.

• It signals the end of the conflict of having been dirtied by the words of the other.

• He talks about having heard some words that someone told me in front of other people who 

hurt my identity and to whom I could not answer. So, every time I see that person I wait for 

him to apologize and when this person does it, candidiasis develops.

• Another way is that the victim says: "the aggressor is a jerk and I will not give more 

importance to what he said".



ORAL THRUSH
IN INFANTS

• It is a type of fungal infection that usually occurs in the baby's mouth.

• It is the reaction of the baby's mouth to the mother's suffering.

• For example, a baby who is in the room and the mother does not give importance 

because she did not hear (for example, by the noise of the vacuum cleaner). Then, 

when she turns it off, she hears the desperate crying of the baby and gives him to 

breastfeed with a feeling of "what a bad mother I am".



GEOGRAPHICAL TONGUE

• Tongue that loses papillae by zones.

• It is a memory of exiles, emigration, it is an emotion of a person who has 

lost the taste for something due to having left it behind. In a relationship 

with family, friends or a couple that you no longer have.



FISSURED TONGUE

• Memory of alcoholism, or withdrawal syndrome.

• They are also conflicts with water or with dehydration.

• They can also be conflicts of feeling alone and when you have contact with 

someone try to bring as much as possible of that person.

• That tongue, when put in the water brings a lot of water (with a single tongue 

movement ).

• They tend to be very absorbing people.



GLOSSODYNIA

• It is an inflammation of the tongue that does not calm down while eating or 

sleeping.

• The tongue burns and hurts, and the symptom does not go away with anything.

• It is a conflict of absence of project between two people (there is no couple 

project).

• You have to eat a lot of ice cream to calm the pain.





GLOSSITIS

• It is an inflammation of the tongue that improves while eating and 

sleeping.

• It is an absence of words between two people, these words 

nurtured the feeling of life.



XEROSTOMIA

•There is a decrease or absence of salivary flow.

• It is a conflict with the desire and the pleasure of living.



ANOSMIA AND AGEUSIA

• It is a transgenerational memory of great misery.

• It is to eat anything regardless of the taste and smell it may have.

• The patient says: "I have to eat anything, even if it is disgusting".

???
Ageusia



CLENCHING

• They are memories of family secrets untold as deaths, incest, sexual secrets, 

etc.

• They appear mostly myalgia (muscle pain) and nonspecific pain throughout 

the mouth.





BRUXISM

• It is the physical sign that we are under the influence of "evil spirits".



• Evil spirits are a way to put the blame for a reactionary instinct on the 

outside.

• It always has an origin in shame for having desires to do something 

(usually of a sexual nature, violent or of characteristics contrary to my 

identity concepts). This desire is rejected by our identity structure, so it is 

placed on the outside.





BRUXISM - PARASITE

• Bruxism also speaks of the real, symbolic or imaginary presence of a parasite in my 

territory. What weakens me and prevents me from making a decision to stop this situation, 

since not knowing the nature of the parasite I do not know how to combat it.



TARTAR

• By Bucal: The person feels fear of external aggressions such as humiliation 

and abuse, their biological sense is of protection.

• By Lingual: The person feels vulnerable, since he fears that they will harm his 

inner child, his biological sense is of protection.



THE TRUE IDENTITY

• It is the space that opens between our thoughts and that is

generated in the here and now that allows us to experience our

presence and the specific and individual virtue that each one of us

can contribute.

• Therefore, true identity goes hand in hand with freedom since true

freedom is the liberation of the ego and our identification with

thoughts.

• The key to this liberation is always "Love"



WHO I AM

WHAT I AMWHAT I DO

TRUE BEING

(Unlimited and indestructible)





• We can arrive at the truth by 4 basic ways, of which the one to decode our conflicts 

is only one of them. This path requires us to tear down the frontiers of our mind and 

our heart, and these boundaries are nothing but Attachment, which is the origin of all 

suffering.

- Direct Knowledge (inspired)

- Indirect Knowledge

- The conflict that leads to the road

- Truth confirmed by Sacred Text

4 Roads to Truth



"It is not in what I do that I should seek perfection, but 

that it is from where I do it, since everything is 

perfect if it has been done with love, from that 

interior space where the greatest vision and the 

noblest of "Who are you?"



• It is in the middle of our darkest night that we search with 

greater avidity for the small flame that illuminates our 

path, and therefore the persistence of suffering is the 

natural means to remind us of the existence of our heart.

F.B.





THANK YOU….!

Dr. Fabián Brotos

www.decodificaciondental.com.uy

dentaldecoding@gmail.com


